Elgin Cathedral

Outstanding architecture makes Elgin Cathedral a most magnificent wedding location.
Elgin Cathedral

Ceremonies & Photography
Elgin Cathedral is a magnificent ruin which dates back to the 13th century and is one of Scotland’s most beautiful medieval buildings.

Its many outstanding architectural features include the country’s finest octagonal chapter house.

Known as 'The Lantern of the North', Elgin Cathedral provides a beautiful and romantic setting for wedding ceremonies.

Location
In Elgin on the A96.
Postcode: IV30 1HU

Venues
Chapter House: This octagonal building with its ornamental ceiling is the finest in Scotland. Capacity: 80 people.

Presbytery (open air): A highly detailed impressive stone structure towering above the surrounding landscape. Capacity: 100 people.

Facilities
100 chairs, an alter table, a lectern and flower stands are available.

Additional Information
Candles are not permitted at this site.